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Below is the database of Duffy Run, an event that allows participants to run with their friends and pets. 

Write a SQL statement to answer each of the questions. 

[Note. For each question, you cannot (1) use more than one subquery; and (2) join unnecessary tables.] 

 

 

YEAR TYPE 

Year Theme  Type_ID Type_Name Distance Unit 

2019 StellaLou  R01 Single 5 km 

2018 CookieAnn  R02 Friends 2 km 

2017 ShellieMay  RPR Pets Run 1 km 

2016 StellaLou  RBR Blind Run 100 m 

… …  … … … … 

 

 

 

PARTICIPANT PET 

Participant Name  Pet_No Pet Colour 

P1001 Alice  M303 Donut Brown 

P1002 Betty  M304 Pudding White 

P1003 Charles  M305 Soda Creamy 

P3260 Samuel  M377 Donut Black 

… …  … … … 

 

 

 

DUFFYRUN 

Year Type Participant Pet_No Time_Spent 

2019 R01 P1001 (null) 00:40:01 

2019 RPR P1001 M303 (null) 

2019 RPR P3260 M913 00:11:42 

2018 R02 P1010 (null) 00:13:39 

… … … … … 

 

Note. Every year one participant can only bring one pet to join Pets Run. 
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Q1. Write a SQL statement to add a new column, Gender to the PARTICIPANT table for storing 

their gender, ‘M’ for male and ‘F’ for female. (1 mark) 

 

Q2. Write a SQL statement to change the max length of Theme of the YEAR table to be 100. (1 

mark) 

 

Q3. Write a SQL statement to drop the Colour column from the PET table. (1 mark) 

 

Q4. Write a SQL statement to remove the QUOTA table (not shown above). (1 mark) 

 

Q5. Write a SQL statement to insert a new record to the YEAR table, with year ‘2020’ and Theme 

‘Gelatoni’. (1 mark) 

 

Q6. Write a SQL statement to remove the new YEAR record we have just created in Q5. (1 mark) 

 

Q7. Write a SQL statement to change the Colour of the PET to ‘Panda’, for the pet with number 

M377. (1 mark) 

 

Q8. Write a SQL statement to display the name of Participant P3210. (1 mark) 

 

Q9. Write a SQL statement to display the duffy run records for the participant, ‘Lily’. Include the year, 

type name, and time spent in the result, and sort by the year in descending order. (3 marks) 

 

Q10. Write a SQL statement to count the number of participants joined in each type of duffy run in 

year 2019. List the Theme, Type_Name, and also the count in the result. (4 marks) 

 

Q11. Write a SQL statement to list the champion of single-type runners for each year. 

Include the year, participant number and name, and time spent in the result. (5 marks) 

Hints: Champion is the one who used the shortest time to complete the duffy run. 

 


